
Hello, English Class!  I pray you are well.  The main focus of the next 3 weeks will be your autobiography.  

Then you will do some more grammar refresher assignments and some vocabulary work.  I’m sorry we 

can’t be together.  I miss you all.  Take care of yourselves and don’t get behind in your work. =) 

Love in Christ, 

Mrs. KO 

 

Tuesday, 4/14 to Tuesday, 4/21  You are going to finish your autobiography.  You have the list about 

yourself, an outline, and your introduction done.  Use the comments I gave on those assignments to 

finish the paper.  Don’t forget to have a strong conclusion and proofread closely!  This paper is worth 

100 points. 

 

Wednesday, 4/22 Grammar Review – Run ons 

 

Thursday, 4/23 Grammar Review- Fragments 

 

Friday, 4/24 Vocabulary List-Find definitions. 

 

Monday, 4/27  & Tuesday, 4/28 Write sentences with the new 10 words. 

 

Wednesday, 4/29 & Thursday, 4/30 Vocabulary Enrichment –Now find the following information about 

each of the 10 new vocabulary words. 1. part of speech 2. synonym 3. Antonym 

 

Friday, 5-1 Now use all the vocabulary words in an essay or story.  You can choose the topic, but it needs 

to be at least 100 words. 

 

 

 

 



 

Run on Correction *Remember to do on google.docs. You are correcting these sentences so they are no 

longer run ons.  You must type the complet set of words for each number.  You cannot correct a run on 

with just a comma.  You must use a period and capital letter or a comma AND a conjuction (and, but, 

yet, etc.) 

1. I like playing tennis it makes me tired. 

 

2. I love cake, I love chocolate, white chocolate is my favorite. 

 

3. I don’t want much for my birthday I just want some books and dolls. 

 

4. Green is my favorite color it is the color of the trees and the grass. It reminds me of frogs. 

 

5. We usually leave at 7:00 but today is different we are leaving at 6:30. 

 

6. I like my history class we discuss ancient civilizations. 

 

7. We should get moving there’s no time to waste. 

 

8. Zack is going to the store, he forgot his wallet. 

 

9. The meeting was long, it lasted until midnight. 

 

10. We ate breakfast, we went to work afterwards. 

 

 

 



 

Fragment Correction *For fragments, what usually happens is a part of the sentence gets away from the 

main part of the sentence.  So to correct them, you need to see where to put them back together.  A 

sentence has to have a subject and verb, and it must have a complete thought.  Watch out for words like 

–when, after, while, though, etc.  They can be fixed by using commas or just by taking out a period and 

making a capital letter lowercase. 

 

1. Even though we are supposed to be practicing social distancing.  They went to the store. 

 

2. Singing loudly all day long.  Cadence cheered everyone up. 

 

3. Once they get there.  The Harbisons will start the party. 

 

4. While lying on the beach.  Micah got sunburn pretty bad. 

 

5. A nice expensive car.  Is what Noah really wants. 

 

6. Five slices of pizza. Were found under the boy’s bed.  

 

7. After Jocelyn and her Aunt Heather shopped.  They got milkshakes. 

 

8. When Noah went to the movies.  The girl kept moving her seat closer. 

 

9. Zack played games. Until two in the morning! 

 

10. Hiding the eggs in the yard. Mrs. KO noticed a pretty red bird. 

 



 

Vocabulary 

Please look up these 10 new words online or in a dictionary. 

1. eclectic: 

 

2. inference: 

 

3. laconic: 

 

4. quandary: 

 

5. ambiguous: 

 

6. recalcitrant: 

 

7. assiduous: 

 

8. accoutrement: 

 

9. extirpate:  

 

10. sedulous: 

 

 

 


